Within

CremonaFiere
organizes:

Intensive course of Analysis and
Executive Techniques on
Acoustic Guitar
27th | 29th September, 2019
Lecturers:
M° MICKI PIPERNO (ITA)
M° PIERRE BENSUSAN (FRA)

The places are limited
Applicaton Deadline: September 14th, 2019

CREMONAFIERE

P.zza Zelioli Lanzini, 1 26100 Cremona
Tel.0372.598011 | info@cremonamondomusica.it

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Partcipants:
Guitar players (amateur and professional), guitar fans
Working methods:
Collectve theoretcal and practcal lessons
Course Length
Three consecutve days of full immersion
Total Hours
18 hours of collectve lessons (six meetngs lastng three hours each teacher)
Venue
The Masterclass Hall 2 is at CremonaFiere’s ofces

Lecturers | Topics | Programme | Teaching materials
M° MIKI PIPERNO

Michelangelo “Miki” Piperno is an acoustc guitar teacher, an internatonally known performer and a
composer of contemporary music. With his steel string guitar, he combines the sound and knowledge of the
American guitar traditon with echoes of classical and Mediterranean guitar, at the service of song and
melody, that he deems essental to communicate the world of acoustc guitar. He has worked as a composer
for cinema, television and theatre, also writng didactc artcles for specialized magazines Chitarre and Axe. He
has published for Sinfonica Jazz the manuals Manuale di chitarramoderna and Suonare la Teoria – voll.1 & 2,
Corso Completo di Chitarra Acustca, Lezioni di chitarra Acustca e Classica Fingerstyle Vol. 1, and for
Fingerpicking.net the books of original compositons for acoustc guitar Original Compositon and Freestyle.
www.mickipiperno.com

Objectve:
Stylistc completon for the contemporary guitarist through technical studies, repertoire,
style analysis and new technologies.
Friday 27th September, from 10am to 1pm:
•
Foundatons of modern harmony applied to acoustc guitar styles
•
Fingerstyle arrangement techniques
•
Alternatng bass, diferent formulas and the possibility of use
•
Basic and advanced techniques for the right hand in folk guitar
•
Harmonize a famous theme with alternatng bass
•
Embellishment phrases to enhance your arrangement
•
Study the song Nashville Swing (M. Piperno)
Saturday 28th September, from 10am to 1pm:
•
Study a traditonal American song, Guitar Rag (M. Travis)
•
Analysis and group study of the song
•
Other elements of embellishment and improvisaton: Harp Style and
Bluegrass licks
•
Inserton of embellishments studied within a blues and ragtme structure
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•
•
•
•

Advanced techniques of alternatng bass
Constant bass
Vibrato techniques on acoustc guitar
Amplify a live acoustc guitar

Sunday 29th September, from 10am to 1pm:
•
Harmonics, formulas and diferent types
•
The Walking Line Bass and harmonic rounds
•
Scales and Harp Style techniques
•
Study of the Fingerstyle arrangement of the song Quando by Pino Daniele
(Arr. M. Piperno) to demonstrate the synthesis of the topics studied during
the course in a pop song
•
Improvisaton elements to be included in the piece
Teaching Materials:
All the necessary material is taken from the following ofcial publicatons:
M. Piperno, Corso Completo di Chitarra Acustca vol. 1 (SJ. 124) - Ed. Sinfonica Jazz
M. Piperno, Corso Completo di Chitarra Acustca vol. 2 (SJ. 135) - Ed. Sinfonica Jazz
M. Piperno, La Vita dietro la Chitarra (S. 421) - Ed. Sinfonica Jazz

+++++++++++++++
M° PIERRE BENSUSAN

Pierre Bensusan is a master fngerstyle guitarist. Born in Algeria, raised in France, he recorded his
frst album at the age of 18 and won the Grand Prix du Disque at the Montreux Festval in 1976.
Since then, he’s released ten more albums, including his latest, Vividly, which the Washington Post
praises for its “intricate architecture” and “sparkling acoustc arrangements,” as well as for
introducing “new chords, new voicings, and new tunings to the legacy of folk, blues, and hillbilly
music with revolutonary results2.
Pierre is known for his use of open tuning, playing almost exclusively with his steel-stringed Lowden
guitar tuned to DAGDAD. The Los Angeles Times has described him as “one of the most brilliant
acoustc guitar veterans in the world music scene today” and Guitar Player Magazine named him
Best World Music Guitar Player in 2008.
His compositons and improvisatons draw from classical, jazz, New Age, and a wealth of folk
traditons including Brazilian and Arabic, Sephardic and Celtc.
www.pierrebensusan.com
His aim is…
Pierre Bensusan's workshops are open to any guitarist playing fngerstyle on steel strings or nylon
strings, from every musical horizon, whatever the tuning, and who has already achieved an
intermediate or advanced technical level.
Pierre Bensusan plays exclusively in DADGAD tuning and is recognised to be the world leader in his
discipline. His approach to this tuning is defned by the fact that he does not see it as an alternatve,
but as a natve tuning, that he chose to explore its specifc sonic mood and that he embracedas his
own standard tuning. While the class is not about DADGAD per se, Pierre will share his experience
of the guitar tuned in this manner, which can become a portal for endless exploratons.
Pierre’s classes are based on a large concept which is that, whatever the style and whether the
focus is on interpretng, improvising or/and composing, the player needs to express music on the
instrument thanks to a process which is analysed and optmized throughout the length of the class.
Friday 27th September, from 2pm to 5pm:
Playing and experiencing music, the touch on the guitar, the posture, the strings, the musical
approach, the ear training, the tuning process, the art of listening, singing, memorizing,
rhythmic independence, dynamic, inspiraton.
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Saturday 28th September, from 2pm to 5pm:
Introducton to DADGAD, notons of harmony and chord constructon, exploraton of scales
and modalites through the applicaton of various approaches and techniques of the right
and the lef hand, rest and silence, learning to be able to antcipate, improvisaton.
Sunday 29th September, from 2pm to 5pm
Efects, nuances, tmbres, nails, vibrato, harmonics, tapping, mutng, interactve listening of
the students who play, memorize and compose their music.
Teaching materials
- The Guitar Book (Hal Leonard)
- Dadgad Explorer (DVD/Download - Truefire, USA- website)
- The Intuite PDF Collection Songbook (PDF - website)
- The Altiplanos PDF Collection Songbook (PDF - website)
- The Vividly PDf Collection Songbook (PDF - website)
- The Nice Feeling Collection (PDF - website)
- The Dadgad Café Collection (PDF - website)
- The 4 AM Collection (PDF - website)
- The Celtic Collection, Vol. 1 (PDF - website)
- The Celtic Collection, Vol 2 (PDF - website)
- Individual Sheet Music (PDF - website)
- In Concert (DVD - Vestapol Videos, USA - website)
- PB, Instructional #1 (DVD – Stefan GrossmanWorkshop, USA - website)
- PB, Instructional #2 (DVD – Stefan GrossmanWorkshop, USA - website)

Admission
The Masterclass must be paid for and has a limited enrolment number
Admission to the Masterclass will take place, presentng simultaneously the Applicaton
Form with the payment for the partcipaton fee by September 14th, 2019.
Sending the applicaton without payment will not be considered valid.
Partcipaton Fee
Price per person: €. 230,00 (VAT included)
The registraton fee must be paid in full
The registraton fee is not refundable in case of withdrawal or missed MasterClass.
The registraton fee includes free pass to Cremona Musica Acoustc Guitar Village
tcket.
When reaching the minimum number of partcipants in the Masterclass, CremonaFiere
will refund the amount paid to those who will not be admited.
Applicaton Procedure
The Applicaton Form must be sent by September 14th, 2019 to:
fax + 39 0372 598222
e-mail: giampaolo.pasquali@cremonafere.it
together with a copy of the fee payment, by electronic bank transfer in favour of
CremonaFiere spa (descripton: acoustc guitar masterclass 2019) on the following bank
account:
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BANCA POPOLARE DI SONDRIO Branch of Cremona - Via Dante
IBAN IT49S0569611400000003630X76
BIC POSOIT22

Informaton
For any informaton regarding the contents of the masterclass, please contact:
Associazione Culturale “Armadillo Club”
Alessio Ambrosi
Email: info@armadilloclub.org
Tel: 0039 0187 626993
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Applicaton Form
Masterclass of Acoustc Guitar
27th | 29th September, 2019
Lecturers:
M° MICKI PIPERNO (ITA) | M°PIERRE BENSUSAN (FRA)

(Fill in Capital Leters)
The undersigned:
SURNAME: _______________________________________________________________________
FIRST NAME: _____________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS_________________________________________________________________________
POSTAL CODE___________ TOWN____________________________________________________
PROVINCE___________ Landline/mobile: ______________________________________________
E-MAIL __________________________________________________________________________
I’m a

[ ]

natural person

[ ] freelancer

Personal Identfcaton number_______________________________________________________

(e.g. Natonal Insurance Number, Identfkatonsnummer, numéro de sécuritésociale, Número de Identfcación Fiscal,
etc…)

Tax/v.a.t. (Value Added Tax) number __________________________________________________
(only for companies or freelancers)

DATE OF BIRTH _____________________________IN__________________________________
Asks for admission to the Acoustc Guitar Masterclass 2019 at CremonaFiere and claims to
have read and accepted the Masterclass Rules

 Date____________________ Signature____________________________________
Privacy

Personal data indicated in this registraton form, collected for organizatonal purposes, will be treated in full compliance
with the provisions of the Legislatve Decree, 196/2003 and subsequent amendments or modifcatons. Any form of
distributon/transfer of these data to third partes is excluded. You can request, at any tme, the modifcaton or removal,
and exercise your rights towards the data controller, by sending an email to info@cremonafere.it or a fax to n. 0372
598222. The regulaton is available at htp://www.cremonafere.it/tratamento-dat/. I acknowledge the terms and
conditons and expressly consent the handling of my personal data. I acknowledge the terms and conditons, and consent
the handling of my personal data.

 Date____________________ Signature____________________________________
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